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Windows PowerShell in ActionManning Publications, 2007
PowerShell replaces cobbled-together assemblies of third-party management tools with an elegant programming language and a powerful scripting shell for the Windows environment. In the tradition of Manning's ground breaking "In Action" series, this book comes from right from the source. Written by Bruce Payette, one of principal creators...
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Bash Pocket Reference: Help for Power Users and Sys AdminsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		It’s simple: if you want to interact deeply with Mac OS X, Linux, and other Unix-like systems, you need to know how to work with the Bash shell. This concise little book puts all of the essential information about Bash right at your fingertips.

	
		You’ll quickly find answers to the annoying questions that...
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Mac OS X Advanced Development TechniquesSams Publishing, 2003
          Mac OS X Advanced Development Techniques introduces intermediate to advanced developers to a wide range of topics they will not find so extensively detailed anywhere else.

The book concentrates on teaching Cocoa development first, and then takes that knowledge and...
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Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 EditionApress, 2014

	Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 Edition is a complete guide to using the Fedora 20 Desktop Linux release as your daily driver for multimedia, productivity, social networking, the GNOME 3 desktop, administrative tasks, and more. Author and Linux expert Richard Petersen delves into the operating system as a whole and offers you a...
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Command Line Fundamentals: Learn to use the Unix command-line tools and Bash shell scriptingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master shell basics and Unix tools and discover easy commands to perform complex tasks with speed 

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn why the Bash shell is widely used on Linux and iOS
	
			Explore advanced shell concepts, such as pipes and redirection
	
			Understand how to use...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Linux on HP Integrity ServersPrentice Hall, 2003
Companies are increasingly turning to Linux on HP Integrity systems for high-performance computing, large enterprise and database applications, and 64-bit application development. However, Linux administration in the HP Integrity's Itanium® 2-based environment is significantly different than on conventional IA-32 platforms. Now, there's a...
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PowerShell in Depth: An administrator's guideManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		PowerShell in Depth is the kind of book you'll want open on your desk most of the time. With 40 short chapters, each focused on a specific area of PowerShell, you'll be able to find the answers you need quickly. Each chapter is concise and to-the-point, so you can spend less time reading and...
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Learning Cloudera ImpalaPackt Publishing, 2013

	Perform interactive, real-time in-memory analytics on large amounts of data using the massive parallel processing engine Cloudera Impala


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step guidance to get you started with Impala on your Hadoop cluster
	
		Manipulate your data rapidly by writing proper SQL statements

...
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Linux: The Ultimate Step by Step Guide to Quickly and Easily Learning LinuxCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	LINUX The Ultimate Step by Step Guide to Quickly and Easily Learning Linux This book is a precise yet comprehensive manual that includes all the tips, secrets and procedures that will help you learn Linux in a fun, fast and easy manner. It is a step-by-step guide that contains an in-depth analysis of contemporary and proven steps that will help...
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Cryptography and Network Security: Principles and Practice (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	In this age of universal electronic connectivity, of viruses and hackers, of electronic eavesdropping
	and electronic fraud, there is indeed no time at which security does not matter.Two
	trends have come together to make the topic of this book of vital interest. First, the explosive
	growth in computer systems and their interconnections...
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Introducing ErlangO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re new to Erlang, its functional style can seem difficult, but with help from this hands-on introduction, you’ll scale the learning curve and discover how enjoyable, powerful, and fun this language can be.

	
		Author Simon St. Laurent shows you how to write simple Erlang programs by teaching you one basic...
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